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The Delft Experiment
In 1964, John Bell proved that theories compatible with naïve ideas of locality and deter-

minism can only produce correlations weaker than an upper bound – now known as Bell’s
inequality – and that quantum mechanics predicts correlations stronger than that [1]. Actu-
ally producing these strong correlations in a laboratory was, for decades, an insurmountable
problem: the best attempts needed an additional assumption – the fair-sampling assumption –
that, although physically reasonable, made the experimental setups useless for the challenging
task of quantum cryptography based on these correlations [2]. The race came to an end in 2015,
when three experimental groups reported success [3–5], the first being our neighbours in Delft.

In this project you must be able to prove Bell’s theorem, explain what the fair-sampling
assumption is, and why it poses a problem for quantum cryptography. Additionally, you need
to analyse the experimental data from the Delft experiment, which is available here [6]. You
should check it for violation of the Bell inequality, space-like separation, and faster-than-light
communication.

As an informal introduction to Bell’s theorem, I suggest my own blog [7]. For the technical
part, I recommend the Dutch paper [3] and its Supplementary Information [8].
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Shor’s Algorithm
Shor’s algorithm, introduced in 1994 by Peter Shor [1], is the most dramatic demonstration

of the power of a quantum computer. It can factor b-bit integers in time O(b3), whereas the
most powerful classical algorithm available, the general number field sieve [2], needs time
that grows exponentially with b. This exponential speed-up is enough to break all public-key
cryptosystems in use nowadays – RSA, Diffie–Hellman, and Elliptic-curve – and thus has
wide-ranging security implications.

In this project, you should implement Shor’s algorithm in a classical computer – as currently
existing quantum computers can only run Shor’s algorithm for trivial inputs. You should
both implement the whole algorithm classically, and do a hybrid implementation where the
crucial order-finding subroutine is done by directly simulating a quantum circuit. One should
compare these implementations, and check what is the number of bits of the largest integers
one can factor in both cases.

Reference [1] is only of historical interest; one should first read an informal introduction to
Shor’s algorithm by Scott Aaronson [3], and then use Nielsen & Chuang’s book as a guide for
the actual implementation [4].
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IBM’s Quantum Computer
IBM has two prototype quantum computers, one with 4 and another with 5 qubits, available

for experimentation through the internet [1]. In this project one should use them to run simple
quantum circuits that we have learned throughout the course; the precise choice of the circuits
is free, but must include at a minimum Grover’s algorithm for an 8-item database and quantum
state tomography for a single qubit.
You should use Nielsen & Chuang’s book as a general reference [2], and IBM’s user guide

for how to implement circuits in their computer [3].
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